The Gamma Club
Research club of VNRVJIET
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Overview
The Gamma Club is a research initiative by students and faculty of the Computer Science
Department of VNRVJIET, aimed at increasing the overall contribution of student’s
temperament and contribution to undergraduate research in cutting-edge technologies.

Goals
1. To help students get the exposure to and better understanding of the research world
2. Provide guidance in important research skills like the following but not limited to,
technical paper reading, implementation, writing, and presentation, research project
management, and networking
3. Encourage students and provide guidance to participate in hackathons, academic, and
corporate research internships
4. Increase student publications and participation in national and international conferences

Proposed Activities
In order to achieve the goals of the research club, we propose the following activities
❏
❏
❏
❏

Weekly meetings with pre-proposed agenda
Monthly progress review
Internal hackathons solely for research paper implementations
Workshops on Latex, paper drafting, email-writing, developing great professor-student
relationships, resume making, drafting internship applications, presenting research, etc
❏ Hosting guest lectures/ webinars from academic and industry researchers
❏ Periodic alerts regarding conferences, internships, and other research opportunities
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Progress till date :
●
●
●
●

●

Hosted inaugural meet describing the prime Objectives of the club (jan 24)
Had discussions with Students to understand their area of interest also by circulating a google
form to keep track of them(took longer than expected) (April 5)
Came up with some suggestive project titles for students, also were open to their interests(April
24)
Guided them with initial steps on how to collect the relevant information and tune their
innovative thoughts by giving out the instructions on the path to be followed(In General) (May
17)
Were able to guide the ones who have approached for any detail regarding

Overall we could say it’s a good start as we were able to assist the young minds in a progressive path
which was our main motto. Need to look into hosting the Knowledge sharing sessions on works that
would help them along.

Team Details:
Student Coordinators

Priya Bhavana Uppalapati

Faculty Coordinators

Srimanth Reddy Ummenthala

Satya Mohanth Mane
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